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Abstract

Contact occurs in a wide variety of multibody dynamic systems, including the human musculoskeletal system. However, sensitivity and optimization studies of such systems have been limited by the high computational cost of repeated contact analyses. This study presents a novel surrogate modeling approach for performing computationally efficient three-dimensional elastic contact analyses within multibody dynamic simulations. The approach fits a computationally cheap surrogate contact model to data points sampled from a computationally expensive elastic contact model (e.g., a finite element or elastic foundation model) and resolves several unique challenges involved in applying surrogate modeling techniques to elastic contact problems. As an example application, we performed multibody dynamic simulations of a Stanmore wear simulator machine using surrogate and elastic foundation (EF) contact models of a total knee replacement. Accuracy was assessed by performing eleven dynamic simulations with both types of contact models utilizing large variations in motion and load inputs to the machine. Wear volumes predicted with the surrogate contact models were within 1.5% of those predicted with the EF contact models. Computational speed was assessed by performing five Monte Carlo analyses (over 1000 dynamic simulations each) with surrogate contact models utilizing realistic variations in motion and load inputs. Computation time was reduced from an estimated 284 h per analysis with the EF contact models to 1.4 h with the surrogate contact models (i.e., 17 min vs. 5 s per simulation), with higher wear sensitivity observed for motion variations than for load variations. The proposed surrogate modeling approach can significantly improve the computational speed of multibody dynamic simulations incorporating three-dimensional elastic contact models with general surface geometry.

1. Introduction

Multibody dynamic simulation of systems experiencing contact is valuable for engineering applications ranging from the design of industrial machines and mechanisms to the analysis of human joints. Computational contact models used to perform such simulations generally fall into two categories: rigid or deformable [1,2]. Rigid body contact models use unilateral constraints to maintain contact between opposing surfaces and are highly efficient computationally for predicting motion [3]. However, they do not permit calculation of unique contact forces under statically indeterminate conditions, such as when contact occurs in two or more places between the same pair of contacting bodies [4]. Furthermore, they often require different computational schemes to simulate continuous contact versus intermittent impact.

In contrast, deformable body contact models, such as finite element models [5–14] and elastic foundation models [15–22], provide a unified approach for simulating continuous contact versus intermittent impact, and they can calculate unique contact forces in statically indeterminate situations. Furthermore, they permit calculation of contact pressures and strains across the opposing surfaces. Unfortunately, the high computational cost of deformable body contact analyses, particularly due to extensive repeated geometry evaluations, significantly limits their use in multibody dynamic simulations [16,20]. Thus, no contact modeling approach currently exists that provides the functional benefits of deformable body contact methods along with the computational speed of rigid body contact methods.

In other engineering disciplines, surrogate modeling approaches have been used successfully to overcome similar computational challenges [23–29]. These approaches replace a computationally costly original model (e.g., a finite element model) with a com-
putationally cheap surrogate model fitted to data points sampled from the original model. Once constructed, the surrogate model is used in place of the original model to eliminate computational bottlenecks. Only a small number of studies have applied surrogate modeling techniques to contact problems [30–34]. However, none of these studies have addressed how surrogate contact modeling approaches can be applied to three-dimensional (3D) multibody dynamic simulations. In particular, no study has resolved how sampling should be performed, since many sample point combinations will result in physically undesirable situations where the contacting bodies are either out of contact or deeply penetrating. This study proposes a novel method for performing computationally efficient 3D elastic contact analyses within multibody dynamic simulations, thereby eliminating contact analyses as a computational bottleneck. The method is based on surrogate modeling techniques augmented with two key concepts – “sensitive directions” and a “reasonable design space” [27] – to address the unique challenges posed by elastic contact problems. The accuracy and computational speed of the method are evaluated by performing thousands of multibody dynamic wear simulations for a total knee replacement (TKR) design tested in a Stanmore knee simulator machine.

2. Methods

2.1. Surrogate contact model concepts

The 10 concepts listed below provide the foundation for creating a surrogate contact model that can calculate contact loads (and possibly other quantities of interest) for a single contact occurring between a single pair of bodies:

(1) A three-dimensional frictionless elastic contact model (i.e., the “original model”) is the computationally costly model to be replaced with a computationally cheap surrogate model.

(2) One of the contacting bodies is treated as the master body and the other as the slave body, where both bodies possess general surface geometry and material properties.

(3) The pose of the slave body relative to the master body is defined by six pose parameters (i.e., three translations x, y, z along with three rotations α, β, γ using a specified rotation sequence).

(4) For each combination of six pose parameters there exists a unique combination of six contact loads (i.e., three forces Fx, Fy, Fz and three torques Tα, Tβ, Tγ) applied to the two contacting bodies in an equal and opposite sense.

(5) For any pose, each contact load is most sensitive to changes in the corresponding pose parameter (e.g., Fx is most sensitive to changes in x).

(6) A “sample point” is any combination of six pose and load inputs to the original model (e.g., x, Fx, y, α, β, γ) for which the six corresponding load and pose outputs are desired (e.g., Fx, y, Fz, Tα, Tβ, Tγ).

(7) A sample point is labeled as “desirable” when it produces contact load and pose outputs that are all within some pre-defined bounds. If any load or pose output is outside the pre-defined bounds, the sample point is labeled as “undesirable.”

(8) Given a large number of sample points, repeated static analyses can be performed with the original model to generate input–output relationships to be fitted by the surrogate model.

(9) A surrogate contact model is actually a collection of six separate surrogate models – one for each of the six contact loads as a function of the six pose parameters.

(10) Quantities other than contact loads can also be fitted as surrogate model outputs (e.g., maximum and average contact pressure, contact area, center of pressure location).

2.2. Surrogate contact model development

Application of surrogate modeling techniques to 3D elastic contact problems poses a number of unique challenges. To address these challenges, which are described in the current section, we have developed special surrogate model creation methods. These methods are based on the ten concepts listed in the previous section and are organized into a five-step process.

2.2.1. Step (1): identify sensitive and insensitive directions in the original contact model

The surrogate model creation process involves performing repeated computational experiments with the original contact model to generate input–output pairs to be fitted by the surrogate contact model. The combinations of inputs to be analyzed are selected using design of experiments (DOE), which employs statistical methods to scatter sample points uniformly throughout a bounded six-dimensional design space. Within the context of a multibody dynamic simulation, the desired inputs to a 3D elastic contact model are the six pose parameters and the desired outputs are the six contact loads [16]. Thus, using a traditional DOE sampling method, sample points would be combinations of the six pose parameters x, y, z, α, β, γ, with an upper and lower bound placed on each one. The problem with this approach is that physically realistic contact occurs over a thin hypersurface in six-dimensional pose parameter design space. Consequently, many of the selected sample points will correspond to situations where the opposing surfaces are either out of contact or deeply interpenetrating. These situations are problematic since inclusion of physically unrealistic sample points reduces the accuracy of the resulting surrogate contact model.

To develop a method for resolving this issue, we propose the concept of “sensitive directions.” When the master and slave body are in contact, some contact loads will be highly sensitive to changes in their corresponding pose parameters, while others will be insensitive. To quantify these sensitivities, we calculate six finite-difference derivatives and collect the results in a sensitivity vector s:

\[
 s = \begin{bmatrix}
 \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial F_x}{\partial z} & \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial F_y}{\partial z} & \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial F_z}{\partial z}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (1)

A direction for which a contact force or torque is sensitive to changes in the corresponding pose parameter is termed a “sensitive direction,” and the remaining directions are termed “insensitive directions.” Due to differences in units, sensitive directions are evaluated separately for translations (first three entries of s) and rotations (last three entries of s). If one translational (or rotational) derivative in s is significantly larger than the other two, the corresponding direction is deemed a sensitive direction. If two translational (or rotational) derivatives are significantly larger than the third, then two sensitive directions exist. For some situations (e.g., conformal contact between a sphere and a spherical cup of slightly larger radius), all three translational (or rotational) derivatives may be of comparable magnitude, in which case knowledge of the physical situation must be used to determine whether three or zero sensitive directions exist. At least one translational sensitive direction will always exist corresponding to an approximate contact normal direction, and two or more sensitive directions may exist depending on the geometry of the contacting bodies.
2.2.2. Step (2): avoid sample points with undesirable contact load outputs in sensitive directions by changing the definition of a sample point

Once sensitive directions have been identified, we modify the definition of a sample point such that pose parameters for sensitive directions are replaced by their corresponding contact loads. For example, if \( y \) is identified as a sensitive direction, then \( y \) would be replaced with \( F_y \) in the sample point definition. With this non-traditional sampling method, sample points become combinations of pose parameters and contact loads (e.g., \( x, F_x, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \)), with an upper and lower bound placed on each input.

For sampling of the original contact model, use of contact loads as inputs for sensitive directions has two important consequences. First, contact load outputs from the original contact model in the sensitive directions will be guaranteed to be within their specified bounds (i.e., no zero or excessively high contact loads). Second, inputs to the original contact model during sampling (i.e., a combination of pose parameters and loads) will now be different from inputs to the surrogate contact model during a multidisciplinary dynamic simulation (i.e., pose parameters only). This second consequence will influence the fifth step of the surrogate contact model creation process.

2.2.3. Step (3): generate sample point input–output pairs by using design of experiments and repeated static analyses

Given this modified sample point definition, we generate a specified number of sample points \( n \) using a traditional DOE approach. Common approaches include optimal Latin hypercube sampling [35], Hammersley quasi-random (HQ) sampling [36], and face-centered central composite design [37]. We choose to use HQ sampling for three reasons. First, HQ sampling provides better uniformity properties than do other sampling techniques for sample points generated within a multi-dimensional hypercube [38,39]. Second, HQ sample points are generated sequentially rather than simultaneously. Thus, the first \( m \) sample points from a larger set of \( n \) sample points (\( n > m \)) will always be approximately equidistant from one another and can be used as a subsample. Third, all existing sample points can be kept if new sample points need to be added.

To evaluate a sample point, we perform a static analysis with the original contact model. During the analysis, sensitive directions are left free to equilibrate under the applied loads, while insensitive directions are constrained to the specified pose parameter values. Once the static configuration is reached, the resulting contact loads in the insensitive directions are compared to the corresponding applied loads. If any difference is above 0.1% (i.e., the final static configuration is not truly static), the sample point is deemed to be undesirable and is discarded.

2.2.4. Step (4): eliminate sample points with undesirable contact load outputs in insensitive directions by using the concept of a reasonable design space

While changing the definition of a sample point avoids undesirable contact load outputs for sensitive directions, undesirable contact load outputs for insensitive directions can still occur. Putting bounds on contact load outputs for insensitive directions provides an additional avenue for narrowing the sample point envelope, thereby improving surrogate model accuracy. Thus, in addition to placing physically realistic upper and lower bounds on the pose parameter and contact load inputs (e.g., \( x, F_x, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \)), we also place physically realistic upper and lower bounds on the corresponding contact load input (if and desired, pose parameter) outputs (e.g., \( F_y, y, F_z, T_x, T_y, T_z \)). These bounds are estimated by performing one or more nominal dynamic simulations with the original contact model and expanding the observed range of each contact load output by some specified percentage \( p \). The resulting range for the outputs is termed the “reasonable design space” [27,40,41]. Sample points whose contact load outputs are outside the reasonable design space are deemed undesirable and are discarded.

Evaluation of undesirable sample points by the original contact model would waste a large amount of CPU time performing computationally costly static analyses whose results would be discarded. To address this problem, we use an initial coarse surrogate contact model to eliminate undesirable sample points [42]. This model is constructed from a subset \( m \) of the complete set of \( n \) sample points generated by HQ sampling. These \( m \) sample points are then evaluated in a three-step subprocess. First, a static analysis is performed with the original contact model for each of the \( m \) sample points, and undesirable sample points are identified and eliminated. Second, a coarse surrogate contact model is created by fitting each of the six static analysis outputs (e.g., \( F_x, y, F_z, T_x, T_y, T_z \)) for the remaining points \((n \setminus m)\) as functions of the six static analysis inputs (e.g., \( x, F_y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \)). Fitting is performed using Kriging [43], a multi-dimensional non-uniform interpolation method, since our preliminary studies revealed that Kriging produces more accurate dynamic simulation results than do a variety of other surrogate model fitting methods (e.g., polynomial response surfaces and support vector regression). Third, the coarse surrogate model is evaluated repeatedly to estimate the outputs for the remaining \( n \setminus m \) sample points. Since a large number of the \( n \setminus m \) sample points contain undesirable contact load outputs, screening these points with the coarse surrogate contact model provides significant computational savings during surrogate model construction.

2.2.5. Step (5): construct the final surrogate contact model using the desirable subset of the original sample points

Fitting the final surrogate contact model to the desirable subset of sample points is complicated by the fact that contact model inputs and outputs are different for sampling versus use in a dynamic simulation. To illustrate this issue, we consider an elastic contact model whose only sensitive direction is \( y \) translation. During sampling, inputs to the original contact model would be \( x, F_x, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) while outputs would be \( F_y, y, F_z, T_x, T_y, T_z \). In contrast, during a multidisciplinary dynamic simulation, inputs to the surrogate contact model would be \( x, y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) while outputs would be \( F_y, F_z, T_y, T_x, T_z \). This slight change in input and output definitions is problematic since in pose parameter space, the reasonable design space is thin and curved, making the fitting process ill conditioned. The alternative is to calculate contact loads in sensitive directions by solving a nonlinear root-finding problem (e.g., given \( x, y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma \), find \( F_y, y, F_z, T_y, T_x, T_z \)).

With this issue in mind, the final surrogate contact model is created as follows. Repeated static analyses are performed with the original contact model for all desirable sample points not yet evaluated. Since these sample points were retained based on initial surrogate contact model predictions, some of them will have outputs that are outside the reasonable design space and will be discarded. The remaining set of desirable sample points \((n \setminus m)\) is used to construct the final surrogate contact model, again using Kriging. Contact loads corresponding to sensitive directions are fitted as a function of the six pose parameters (e.g., \( F_y = f(x, y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \)), while contact loads corresponding to insensitive directions are fitted as a function of contact loads in sensitive directions and pose parameters in insensitive ones (e.g., \( F_z = f(x, F_y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \)). This approach eliminates the problem of ill-conditioned fitting as well as the need to solve a nonlinear root-finding problem for the sensitive directions. Once a Kriging-based surrogate contact model has been constructed, it is used to calculate six contact loads at each time instant during a dynamic simulation given the six pose parameters for the contacting bodies.

While the surrogate contact modeling approach described above assumes that only a single contact occurs between each pair of contacting bodies and that contact loads are the only desired
outputs, the approach can be easily extended to more complex situations. If more than one contact occurs between a pair of contacting bodies, contact loads for each contact can be fitted separately and then used together during a multibody dynamic simulation. If additional contact model outputs are desired (e.g., contact pressures), these quantities can be calculated and stored during the sampling process and then fitted as a function of the six pose parameters. These extensions will be demonstrated in the practical evaluation described in the following section.

2.3. Surrogate contact model evaluation

We evaluated the accuracy and computational speed of our surrogate contact modeling approach by performing Monte Carlo analyses (i.e., thousands of forward dynamic simulations) using a multibody dynamic model of a cruciate-retaining commercial knee implant (DePuy Orthopedics, Warsaw, IN) mounted in a Stanmore knee wear simulator machine [44]. The goal of the simulations was to predict implant loads, motions, and ultimately wear volume for realistic variations in motion and load inputs to the machine. Symbolic dynamics equations for the model were derived using Kane’s method [50] and Autolev (OnLine Dynamicaly, Sunnyvale, CA). The model possessed six degrees of freedom (DOFs) relative to ground: tibial anterior–posterior translation $x$, medial–lateral translation $z$, and internal–external rotation $\alpha$, while femoral component DOFs are superior–inferior translation $y$, varus–valgus rotation $\beta$, and flexion–extension $\gamma$. The two components interact via two contacts, one in the $+z$ direction (medial side) and another in the $-z$ direction (lateral side).

Fig. 1. Multibody dynamic model of a commercial knee implant in a Stanmore knee simulator machine. The tibial insert (bottom) and femoral component (top) each possess three degrees of freedom (DOFs) relative to ground. Tibial insert DOFs are anterior–posterior translation $x$, medial–lateral translation $z$, and internal–external rotation $\beta$, while femoral component DOFs are superior–inferior translation $y$, varus–valgus rotation $\alpha$, and flexion–extension $\gamma$. The two components interact via two contacts, one in the $+z$ direction (medial side) and another in the $-z$ direction (lateral side).

A 3D elastic foundation (EF) contact model [17,46–49] of the knee implant was used to calculate contact loads between the femoral component and tibial insert given the six pose parameters for the contacting bodies. The EF model utilized linear material properties (Young’s modulus = 463 MPa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.46 [17]) and surface geometry taken from manufacturer computer-aided design models, with contact occurring on the medial and lateral sides of the tibial insert. The EF contact model and symbolic dynamics equations were incorporated into a Matlab program (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) that was used to perform forward dynamic simulations with Matlab’s stiff numerical integrator ode15s.

We constructed two surrogate contact models – one for the medial side and another for the lateral side -- to replace the elastic foundation contact model within the larger multibody dynamic model. Though a single surrogate contact model would suffice to perform dynamic simulations, two surrogate contact models were needed to calculate wear volume for the medial and lateral sides. To extend our general approach to two contacts between a single pair of bodies using a single set of pose parameters, we replaced the medial and lateral contact loads (i.e., three contact forces and three contact torques per side) with a single set of mechanically equivalent net contact loads. Sensitive directions and sample points were defined using these net contact loads, similar to when only a single contact occurs between a pair of bodies. In contrast, determination and application of the reasonable design space and construction of initial and final surrogate contact models were done for the medial and lateral sides separately.

Below we provide details for how the five-step process described above was implemented to construct medial and lateral surrogate contact models and calculate wear volume on each side.

2.3.1. Step (1): identify sensitive and insensitive directions in the original contact model

To identify sensitive directions, we used a single set of pose parameters to define femoral pose with respect to the tibial insert. With the implant components in a nominal anatomic pose and both sides barely touching, we calculated the sensitivity vector $s$, as defined in Eq. (1), using net contact loads and identified two sensitive directions. Specifically, net contact force $F_y$ and net contact torque $T_\alpha$ were found to be highly sensitive to small variations in superior–inferior translation $y$ and varus–valgus rotation $\alpha$, respectively.

2.3.2. Step (2): avoid sample points with undesirable contact load outputs in sensitive directions by changing the definition of a sample point

Given these two sensitive directions, we defined sample points to be combinations of $x$, $F_y$, $T_\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, where net contact loads $F_y$ and $T_\alpha$ were calculated from the contact loads on the two sides. Thus, during the sampling process, a single sample point definition was used to calculate contact loads on the medial and lateral sides.

2.3.3. Step (3): generate sample point input–output pairs by using design of experiments and repeated static analyses

To generate input–output pairs with the EF contact model, we first determined realistic upper and lower bounds on all pose parameters (one set of six parameters) and contact loads (three sets of six loads – one set each for net, medial, and lateral loads). Initial bounds were extracted from 16 dynamic contact simulations performed with the EF contact model. Motion and net load input curves for the simulations were set to the extremes of their allowable variations for the subsequent Monte Carlo analyses. Based on previous experience [33], we expanded these initial bounds by $p = 50\%$ to define a realistic bounded design space for surrogate contact model creation.

Once these bounds were defined, we used design of experiments and static analyses to develop an initial subset of desirable input–output pairs. While inputs were defined in terms of net contact loads, outputs were defined in terms of medial and lateral contact loads. We first generated $n = 2000$ sample points using the HQ sampling method (Fig. 2a), where the value for $n$ was again chosen based on previous experience [33]. From these 2000 sample points, we then selected the first $m = 500$ points for static analysis with the EF contact model. For each sample point,
the static analysis used Matlab’s fsolve root-finding algorithm to adjust the sensitive DOFs in the model so as to equilibrate the applied loads with net contact loads calculated from the medial and lateral sides. Each static analysis required approximately 24 s of CPU time on a 3 GHz Pentium IV PC (Fig. 2b). Of the 500 static analyses performed, 18 produced final poses where the net contact loads $F_y$ and $T\alpha$ were not within 0.1% of the corresponding applied loads. Sample points for these failed static analyses were discarded, leaving 482 sample points for use in the next step.

2.3.4. Step (4): eliminate sample points with undesirable contact load outputs in insensitive directions by using the concept of a reasonable design space

To estimate which of the 1500 remaining sample points were within the reasonable design space, we constructed two initial surrogate contact models – one for each side – using the initial 482 desirable sample points. Surrogate model construction was performed using the DACE Kriging Toolbox for Matlab (Fig. 2c; [51]). These two surrogate models were then used to predict EF contact model outputs on the medial and lateral sides for the remaining 1500 sample points (Fig. 2d). Inputs to the two surrogate contact models matched the sample point definition and used net contact loads, while outputs were medial and lateral contact loads. Since outputs from each surrogate contact model corresponded to a static configuration, no static analyses were required for this step, and the specified bounds on medial and lateral contact loads were used to eliminate undesirable sample points. Of the 1500 points analyzed, 934 (937) produced undesirable medial (lateral) outputs, leaving 566 (563) additional sample points to be evaluated with the EF contact model (Fig. 2e).
2.3.5. Step (5): construct the final surrogate contact model using the desirable subset of the original sample points

After determining the intersection of the desirable sample points for the medial and lateral sides, we performed 560 additional static analyses with the EF contact model (Fig. 2f). The CPU time required for 1060 (=500 + 560) static analyses was approximately 6 h. After eliminating sample points with undesirable medial or lateral outputs, we were left with 982 (=482 + 500) medial and 1042 (=482 + 560) lateral sample points for constructing the final medial and lateral surrogate contact models.

Surrogate model construction for each side required fitting the six contact loads for that side as an explicit or implicit function of the six pose parameters, which were the same for both sides (Fig. 2g):

\[
\begin{align*}
F_x &= f(x, y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \\
T_x &= f(x, y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \\
F_y &= f(x, y, z, T_x, \beta, \gamma) \\
T_y &= f(x, F_y, y, z, T_x, \beta, \gamma) \\
F_z &= f(x, F_y, z, T_x, T_y, \beta, \gamma) \\
T_z &= f(x, F_y, z, T_x, T_y, \beta, \gamma)
\end{align*}
\]  
(2)

Since \(x, y, z, \alpha, \beta, \gamma\) are inputs during a dynamic simulation, contact loads in sensitive directions (i.e., \(F_y\) and \(T_x\)) were calculated before contact loads in insensitive directions. Thus, for the last four quantities, inputs \(F_y\) and \(T_x\) were not net loads but rather were the values calculated for the same side. The two final surrogate contact models were composed of two sets of six Kriging models which were incorporated into the multibody dynamic model in place of the EF contact model (Fig. 2h). During a dynamic simulation, net contact loads were generated by combining the outputs of the medial and lateral surrogate contact models.

To calculate medial and lateral wear volume, we created six additional surrogate models to fit medial and lateral center of pressure (CoP) location (three components per side). Each surrogate model took \(x, F_y, z, T_x, \beta, \gamma\) as inputs, where \(F_y\) and \(T_x\) were from the side being fitted, and was constructed using the same desirable sample points as the medial and lateral surrogate contact models. The contact force and CoP predictions were then used to calculate medial and lateral wear volume as described previously by Lin et al. [33]. Briefly, Archard’s wear law [52] with a wear factor of \(1 \times 10^{-7} \text{ mm}^3/\text{N m} [53]\) was used to calculate one-cycle wear volume on each side from the time history of contact force magnitude and CoP sliding distance. The latter quantity was calculated for each time frame by multiplying the CoP slip speed by the time increment used for numerical integration. CoP slip speed was defined as the magnitude of the CoP velocity in the tibial reference frame, which was calculated from the six pose parameters and their first time derivatives by using rigid body kinematics and treating the CoP as a point fixed in the femoral reference frame [50]. One-cycle wear volume results were extrapolated to 5 million cycles to emulate a typical knee implant wear test [6, 19].

To evaluate surrogate contact model accuracy, we performed eleven dynamic wear simulations with the surrogate contact models and the EF contact model used to create them. A nominal dynamic simulation was first performed using the ISO standard input curves and the simulation results from the two models compared quantitatively. Ten additional EF-based and surrogate-based dynamic simulations were then performed to evaluate the extremes in input curve variations used during subsequent Monte Carlo analyses. Specifically, for each of the five Monte Carlo problems described below, we performed two dynamic simulations with each contact model where each input curve represented either a maximum or minimum variation. The ten pairs of results were compared quantitatively by calculating root mean square errors (RMSE) and maximum absolute errors (MAE) for predicted pose parameters, medial and lateral contact loads, and wear volumes. The CoP-based approach for calculating wear volume was also evaluated by calculating wear volume with the EF model using both an element-based approach [18,19] and the CoP-based approach [33].

To evaluate surrogate contact model performance, we performed five Monte Carlo analyses to investigate how realistic variations in motion and load inputs affect predicted wear volume.
The first four Monte Carlo analyses varied the three load inputs and one motion input separately while the fifth analysis varied all input profiles together. Principal component analysis was used to create parameterized realistic variations of the input curves based on experimentally observed variations for eight different implant designs tested in a Stanmore simulator machine \[33,45\]. Each new input curve was generated by selecting weights between 0 and 1 for the first two principal components, which captured 98% of the variability in each type of curve. Each Monte Carlo analysis was performed on a 3 GHz Pentium IV PC and involved at least 1000 forward dynamic simulations utilizing the surrogate contact models. The convergence criterion for each analysis was met when the mean and coefficient of variation (i.e., 100*standard deviation/mean) for the last 10% of the wear predictions were within 2% of the final mean and coefficient of variation \[54,55\].

### 3. Results

For the accuracy evaluation, the surrogate-based dynamic simulations closely reproduced the contact kinematics, contact loads, and wear volumes predicted by the EF-based dynamic simulations (Figs. 3–5). On average, the RMSE and MAE for the 3D translations/rotations were less than 0.2 mm/0.6° and 0.3 mm/1.3°, respectively. For the medial contact forces/torques, RMSE and MAE were less than 20 N/0.54 N m and 46 N/1.1 N m, respectively, while for the lateral contact forces/torques, they were less than 20 N/0.56 N m and 41 N/1.1 N m, respectively. For both the surrogate-based and EF-based dynamic simulations, the CoP-based approach for predicting wear volume reproduced the element-based EF results to within 2% error (Table 1).

For the performance evaluation, surrogate-based dynamic simulations were significantly faster than EF-based dynamic simulations. Each forward dynamic simulation performed during a Monte Carlo analysis required approximately 5 s of CPU time, whereas a single simulation performed with the EF contact model required 17 min. Total CPU time to complete one Monte Carlo analysis was 1.4 h (excluding the 6 h required for surrogate model creation) compared to an estimated 284 h (11.8 days) with the EF contact model. The Monte Carlo analyses revealed that wear volume was more sensitive to realistic changes in input motion than to realistic changes in input loads (Fig. 6). While 10th to 90th percentile wear volume spanned at most 3 mm³ when each input load was changed separately, it spanned 12 mm³ when only the input motion was changed. When input motion and loads were changed simultaneously, the span was increased to 20 mm³, indicating an interactive effect.

### 4. Discussion

This paper presented a novel method for performing computationally efficient elastic contact analyses within multibody dynamic simulations. The method is derived from surrogate modeling con-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Elastic foundation contact model</th>
<th>Surrogate contact model</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_x$</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>28.44</td>
<td>28.51</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_y$</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>30.31</td>
<td>30.27</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_\theta$</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>18.14</td>
<td>18.24</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y'$</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.76</td>
<td>29.52</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$F_x$, $F_y$, $T_\theta$, and $y'$ are defined based on the generalized coordinates in Fig. 1.

Table 1 Comparison of wear volumes (mm³) predicted by dynamic simulations performed using the elastic foundation contact model and the surrogate contact model with load and motion input curves varied to the extremes used in the Monte Carlo analyses.
Fig. 5. Comparison of medial and lateral contact torques predicted by the nominal dynamic simulation performed using the elastic foundation contact model (solid lines) and the surrogate contact models (dashed lines).

Fig. 6. Box plot distributions of wear volume predicted by five Monte Carlo analyses performed using repeated dynamic simulations with the surrogate contact models. Simulator machine inputs varied by the analyses were anterior–posterior force applied to the tibial insert ($F_x$), superior–inferior force applied to the femoral component ($F_y$), internal–external torque applied to the tibial insert ($T_{\beta}$), and flexion–extension motion applied to the femoral component ($\gamma$).
contacting bodies are changed. This limitation is not serious for the current application since recent studies have reported that predicted wear volume (but not wear area and depth) is relatively insensitive to whether or not the surface geometry is changed progressively over a sequence of wear simulations [6,19]. Furthermore, this limitation could be overcome by employing geometric or material parameter values as additional sampled inputs during the surrogate model creation process. For geometric changes, a parametric CAD program could be used to create the necessary geometry for each combination of geometry parameter inputs [31]. For material property changes, a parametric material model could be used to define linear or nonlinear material properties for each combination of material parameter inputs [32]. In both cases, one would want the number of new input parameters to be as low as possible to keep the surrogate contact model fitting process as simple as possible.

A fourth limitation is that evaluation of surrogate contact model accuracy currently requires performing the same dynamic simulation with the computationally expensive contact model. A method is needed for evaluating the surrogate contact model by itself apart from a dynamic simulation. Standard surrogate model evaluation methods exist, such as calculating errors at additional sample points not used for surrogate model creation or performing prediction error sum of squares analysis using the original sample points [56]. However, it is difficult to correlate the errors measured by different evaluation methods with whether or not an accurate dynamic simulation can be completed with the surrogate contact model. One possible alternative is to perform a probabilistic analysis of the pose parameter combinations likely to be encountered during a dynamic simulation. Such an analysis could establish measures for whether or not a sample point has a high likelihood of being encountered. Requiring all sample points to have a high likelihood would provide greater confidence that the surrogate model will produce accurate dynamic simulation results.

A fifth limitation is that the current methodology does not account for friction forces between the contacting surfaces. However, it should not be difficult to add a Coulomb friction model to a surrogate contact model. This comment is based on our success, both in the current study and a previous one [33], creating surrogate models to predict CoP location and ultimately wear volume accurately. Required inputs to our CoP-based wear volume calculation are the net normal contact force applied at the CoP and the slip velocity at the CoP—the same two inputs required for a Coulomb friction model. Thus, at each instant in time during a forward dynamic simulation, it would not be difficult to calculate a Coulomb friction force to be applied at the CoP. The friction force at the current time instant would then affect the model pose at future time instants.

The reasonableness of using coarse surrogate contact models to filter out undesirable sample points depends on the accuracy of the filtering process. The coarse surrogate models may have identified some desirable points as undesirable and vice versa. To investigate this possibility, we performed a static analysis with the EF contact model for each of the 1500 sample points filtered using the coarse surrogate contact models. We found that 5% of the sample points identified as undesirable turned out to be within the reasonable design space. For sample points identified as desirable, we found that 88% were actually desirable. Thus, while the reasonable design space filtering process was not perfect, it was highly effective at identifying desirable and undesirable sample points before evaluation with the original contact model. If computation time for sample point evaluation is not of concern, then this filtering step could be omitted and all sample points could be evaluated using the original contact model.

Theoretically, three different fitting methods could be used to develop a surrogate contact model. The first method is consistent with how a surrogate contact model is used during a dynamic simulation, where it functions like a nonlinear spring. This method uses the six pose parameters as inputs and calculates the six contact loads as outputs. The second method is consistent with how the original surrogate contact model is used during sampling via repeated static analyses, where sensitive directions are important. This method uses the two contact loads in sensitive directions and four pose parameters in insensitive directions as inputs and calculates the two pose parameters in sensitive directions and four contact loads in insensitive directions as outputs. The third method is a hybrid of the first two. It calculates contact loads in the two sensitive directions (i.e., $F_x$ and $T_z$) using the first method and contact loads in the remaining directions using the second method. While the first method is the most direct, it produces less accurate dynamic simulation results than does the hybrid method, possibly because of small fitting errors in the insensitive directions. The drawback of the second method is that a two-dimensional root-finding problem must be solved to determine $F_y$ and $T_x$ given the input values of $y$ and $\alpha$, making the method less appealing in practice. In our experience, the hybrid method has provided the best accuracy with the minimum amount of computational cost.

While this study has demonstrated that surrogate contact models can be beneficial for sensitivity studies, the greatest computational benefit is likely to occur for optimization studies. For stochastic sensitivity studies of wear in knee replacements, the mean value method [57] has successfully reproduced Monte Carlo wear predictions in only 6% of the computation time, primarily by reducing the number of simulations [58]. In contrast, few good methods exist for reducing the number of simulations in optimization studies. For gradient-based optimizations, automatic differentiation (AD) can be used to replace repeated simulations required for finite-difference derivatives. Though AD cannot be used with traditional elastic contact models, it can theoretically be applied to surrogate contact models, since the input–output relationships are described by analytic functions. Surrogate contact models can also reduce computation time per simulation if finite-difference derivatives are used. For example, surrogate contact models recently facilitated simultaneous estimation of muscle and contact forces in the knee during gait using gradient-based optimization with finite-difference derivatives [59]. While optimization of a complete gait cycle required approximately 32 h of CPU time using EF contact models, the same optimization required only 42 min of CPU time using surrogate contact models.

On a practical basis, the sensitivity analysis results demonstrated the importance of closely controlling knee simulator machine inputs, especially femoral flexion angle. When small variations were imposed on the input motion and loads, variations in the femoral flexion angle had the largest influence on predicted wear volume (Fig. 6). This finding is consistent with two previous studies that performed probabilistic analyses of knee replacement wear in a Stanmore simulator machine [33,58].

In summary, this paper has presented a surrogate contact modeling method that can significantly improve the computational speed of three-dimensional multibody dynamic simulations. The accuracy and performance of the method were evaluated using a combination of dynamic simulations and Monte Carlo analyses. The approach has the potential to facilitate sensitivity and optimization studies of multibody dynamic systems incorporating elastic contact models, such as musculoskeletal models incorporating joint contact models, and it may also provide a computationally efficient means for contact detection within such systems.
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